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Reviewer's report:

- In the methodology item, authors have commented about pragmatic clinical trial (design), but I think in relation to intervention mixed method study.

- I could not observe statistical test that measure homogeneity groups study base on glycated hemoglobin, for example. It important to me ensure the similarity both groups before the intervention. Based on this methodological failure, many results can be predictable since the intervention. So I suggest authors do it this time in article essay.

- Authors didn't worry about cognitive evaluation from diabetic patients before data collection.

- Put in your method item what was considered as poor glycemic control (specific point value of glycated hemoglobin or serum blood glucose).

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
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